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Potential for exciton condensation in a highly conductive amorphous polymer
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An outstanding challenge in synthesis and theory is to develop molecular materials at ambient conditions that
exhibit highly efficient energy transfer. Here we demonstrate the potential of a recently synthesized, highly con-
ductive amorphous material—a nickel tetrathiafulvalene-tetrathiolate (NiTTFtt) polymer—to become an exciton
condensate—a Bose-Einstein condensate of particle-hole pairs, known as excitons, that supports dissipationless
flow of excitation energy. While exciton condensates have recently been realized in ordered materials, we show
by advanced electronic structure calculations that this highly correlated phenomenon can potentially be realized
in molecularly tailored, amorphous materials. In contrast to the Bechgaard salts that support superconductivity
at compressed geometries requiring high pressures, we show that the recently synthesized, amorphous NiTTFtt
polymer exhibits the computational signature of exciton condensation at experimentally realizable geometries,
occurring at ambient pressures. Results suggest that superfluidity in this system and related systems—including
van der Waals structures, molecular metals with extended-TTF dithiolate ligands, and Bechgaard salts—may
occur via a nontraditional excitonic mechanism tuneable according to system composition, geometry, size, and
charge. This study prompts further experimental investigation of the rational design of molecularly scaled exciton
condensates with potential applications to efficient transport in technologically relevant materials.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) has played a central role in the
development of organic conductors and superconductors. TTF
is an ideal building block for conductive materials because
it has inherent charge transfer abilities due to a combi-
nation of high symmetry and strong π -π overlap when
stacked [1]. In fact, in crystalline lattices of TTF and TTF
derivatives, like (TMTSF)2PF6—called Bechgaard salts—
superconductivity can be induced with high pressures and
low temperatures [1–6]. TTF structures with transition-metal
centers, like nickel bisdithiolene [Ni(dmit)2], also exhibit
conductivity and superconductivity through π -π overlap
and delocalization along chains [7,8]. Moreover, transition-
metal complexes with TTF ligands were the first molecules
found to form single-component molecular conductors [9].
Single-component molecular conductors, which, in contrast
to Bechgaard salts, form highly conductive materials with-
out a secondary molecule to facilitate charge transfer [3–6],
often include transition-metal centers and extended TTF-
dithiolate ligands that have important conductive properties.
Conductivity in single-component molecular conductors de-
pends not only on the charge-transfer capabilities of TTF, but
also the strong intermolecular sulfur-sulfur interactions of the
dithiolate ligands, which significantly enhance conductivity.
Notably Bechgaard salts, organic conductors composed of
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TTF derivatives, and single-component molecular conductors
all have carefully ordered crystal structures, which are neces-
sary to exploit the high symmetry, substantial π -π overlap,
and strong intermolecular S-S interactions of TTF and the
dithiolate ligands to enhance conductivity [10]. It was there-
fore previously supposed that crystallinity was a requirement
for conductivity, and as important a feature as those pertaining
directly to charge transfer like π -π overlap. However, the
recent discovery of an amorphous material exhibiting excep-
tional conductivity even at room temperature has shaken this
supposition and offered a new perspective on conductivity
[11]. Amorphous NiTTFtt demonstrates remarkable conduc-
tivity in spite of a completely disordered structure, apparently
due to the same properties of π -π overlap, intermolecular
S-S interactions, and delocalization along the chain that drive
conductivity in more ordered structures. This discovery does,
however, raise questions about the nature of such conductivity
and other potential capabilities of this unusual material. While
some aspects of the mechanism of conductivity were explored
in the initial work, here we seek to explore another facet
of these questions by investigating the possibility of exciton
condensation in stacked structures of TTF molecules and the
molecular analog of NiTTFtt.

Exciton condensation occurs when electron-hole pairs (ex-
citons) undergo Bose-Einstein-like condensation to a single
quantum state. Such condensation is a type of coherent long-
range order, specifically an off-diagonal long-range order.
Although exciton condensation initially received less attention
than other more well-known condensation phenomena like
superfluidity of liquid helium [12,13] and superconductivity
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[14–17], it has played a prominent role in more recent research
which has sought to realize and understand this phenomenon
[18–37]. Like other condensation phenomena, exciton con-
densation occurs below a specific critical temperature, which,
because of the relatively small mass of excitons, is expected
to be much higher than that of traditional superconductivity
[26]. Exciton condensation also leads to superfluid transport
of excitons, which can manifest itself as dissipationless flow
of energy [38] or, in bilayer systems, can lead to counterflow
superconductivity [39,40]. For this reason, in addition to in-
creased stabilization of excitons afforded by two-dimensional
structures, bilayer structures have captured significant at-
tention in the recent developments in the study of exciton
condensation. Exciton condensation has been shown to occur
in a variety of two-dimensional systems including double-
layer graphene [24,35,36], transition-metal dichalcogenides
[23], and van der Waals heterostructures [31,32,34]. Even in
small, molecularly scaled structures, layered structures have
been shown to demonstrate the beginnings of exciton con-
densation, revealing the possibility of the long-range order
associated with exciton condensation in molecular systems
[22,29,30].

Here, we use a computational signature for exciton con-
densation to demonstrate an excitonic mechanism in both
Bechgaard-like van der Waals TTF layered structures and the
molecular analog of NiTTFtt. In both TTF and NiTTFtt, we
find appropriate interlayer distances that maximize the signa-
ture of condensation and show that the degree of condensation
increases with the size of the system. We show that the amor-
phous geometry of NiTTFtt may enhance rather than reduce
exciton condensation, and condensation may occur under ex-
perimentally viable conditions. Additionally, our calculations
show that the excitonic character is enhanced not only by π -π
interactions, but also by side-to-side overlap and longer chain
lengths. Evidence for an excitonic mechanism in these sys-
tems provides insight into possible sources of nontraditional
superfluidity in these and related systems. Systems capable of
superfluidity through an excitonic mechanism could exhibit
enhanced exciton transfer leading to superefficient energy
transfer. By using the characteristics identified here and taking
advantage of the susceptibility of the excitonic mechanism to
structural modifications, molecular systems chemically tuned
for exciton condensation could be discovered and utilized to
create materials capable of superfluid energy transport.

II. THEORY

A. Signature of exciton condensations

In 1924, Einstein and Bose first developed a theoretical
framework for an ideal gas of bosons, a “Bose-Einstein” gas.
When adequately cooled, these bosonic particles condense
into a single, low-energy quantum ground state [41,42], which
results in the emergence of superfluid properties [12,43]. A
quantum signature representing the computational determina-
tion of the presence and scope of this so-called Bose-Einstein
condensation is given by a large eigenvalue of the one-boson
reduced density matrix (RDM) [13], which is expressed as

1Di
j = 〈�|b̂†

i b̂ j |�〉 (1)

with |�〉 being an N-boson wave function, each number
demonstrating both the spatial and spin components of the
boson, i, j corresponding to one-boson orbitals in a finite
basis set with rank r, and b̂† and b̂ depicting bosonic cre-
ation and annihilation operators, respectively. Note that as
the eigenvalues of the one-boson RDM can be interpreted as
the number of bosons occupying a single bosonic orbital, an
eigenvalue exceeding 1 implies multiple bosons occupy the
same quantum state and hence the presence of condensation.

For systems comprised of fermions, however, it is not
possible for a macroscopic number of particles to aggregate
into a single quantum state [44]. Thus, in an uncorrelated
fermion density matrix, the eigenvalues have a maximum
value of 1. Condensation phenomena in fermionic systems
arise due to the correlation of fermion-fermion pairs, which
create bosonic quasiparticles that can condense. Condensation
of Cooper pairs (i.e., particle-particle pairs) results in the
superfluidity of these electron-electron pairs, creating tradi-
tional superconductivity [14,16], the quantum signature of
which—independently derived by Yang and Sasaki [45,46]—
is a large eigenvalue in the two-particle reduced density matrix
(2-RDM), written as

2Di, j
k,l = 〈�|â†

i â†
j âl âk|�〉 (2)

with |�〉 being an N-fermion wave function, each number
demonstrating both the spatial and spin components of the
fermion, i, j, k, l corresponding to one-fermion orbitals in a
finite basis set with rank r, and â† and â depicting fermionic
creation and annihilation operators, respectively.

Similarly, the condensation of particle-hole pairs (i.e., qua-
sibosonic excitons) into a single quantum state results in
exciton condensation. In direct analogy to the large eigenvalue
of the 2-RDM being a quantum signature for the condensa-
tion of particle-particle (Cooper) pairs, one may expect the
signature of exciton (particle-hole) condensation to be a large
eigenvalue in the particle-hole RDM [22,47,48], which is
given by

2Gi, j
k,l = 〈�|â†

i â j â
†
l âk|�〉. (3)

However, there exists an extraneous large eigenvalue of
the particle-hole RDM corresponding to a ground-state-to-
ground-state transition. Thus, a modified particle-hole matrix
with this unrelated large eigenvalue removed is constructed
[22,47,48] and is represented as

2G̃i, j
k,l = 2Gi, j

k,l − 1Di
j

1Dl
k . (4)

We refer to the largest eigenvalue of this modified particle-
hole RDM as λG and use this eigenvalue as the signature of
the extent of exciton condensation throughout the course of
our analysis. The large eigenvalue can be interpreted as the
number of excitons occupying a single, particle-hole eigen-
state of the modified particle-hole RDM. Therefore, a λG

value exceeding 1 indicates more than one exciton condensed
into the same particle-hole quantum state, which physically
means that the excitons are phase coherent like the bosons in
a Bose-Einstein condensation. In this case, we say that the λG

excitons form an exciton condensate.
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B. Direct calculation of the 2-RDM

We use the variational 2-RDM (V2RDM) method to calcu-
late directly the 2-RDM from the molecular structure [49–63].
The particle-hole RDM is calculated from the 2-RDM, as
in Eq. (8). We previously developed V2RDM theory as an
advanced electronic structure method capable of capturing
strong correlation and applied it to explore a variety of
molecular systems with strong correlation effects including
a vanadium-oxo complex exhibiting ligand non-innocence
upon reduction, a cobalt quinoid dimer complex display-
ing an unconventional non-superexchange mechanism, and a
iron transition-metal complex showing an unusual diradical
organic bridge that supports a singlet-triplet crossover with
temperature [8,62,64–67]. In contrast to other strong correla-
tion methods like CASSCF, V2RDM avoids calculation of the
wave function and instead directly computes the 2-RDM. The
2-RDM contains information about correlation in a molecular
system, including information about van der Waals interac-
tions [49,68].

Due to the pairwise nature of electronic interactions, the
energy of a molecule can be expressed a function of the 2-
RDM as follows:

E =
∑

i, j,k,l

2Ki, j
k,l

2Di, j
k,l = Tr(2K 2D), (5)

where 2 K is the two-electron reduced Hamiltonian matrix:

2K̂ = 1

N − 1

(
− 1

2
∇2

1 −
∑

i

Z j

r1 j

)
+ 1

2

1

r12
. (6)

The energy must then be minimized as a functional of the
2-RDM subject to N-representability conditions. The en-
semble N-representability conditions constrain the 2-RDM
to represent an N-electron ensemble density matrix. Basic
requirements on the 2-RDM include Hermiticity, normal-
ization, and antisymmetry of the fermions. Here we also
apply additional N-representability conditions beyond the
basic requirements known as the 2-positivity conditions
[51,59,63,69]. The 2-RDM is normalized to have a trace
of N (N − 1). The 2-positivity conditions, also called the
DQG conditions, constrain the two-particle [Eq. (2)], two-
hole (2 Qi, j

k,l = 〈�|âiâ j â
†
l â†

k |�〉), and particle-hole [Eq. (3)]
reduced density matrices to be positive semidefinite, meaning
that all eigenvalues of the matrices must be non-negative. The
DQG conditions can be written in matrix form as⎛

⎜⎝
2D 0 0
0 2Q 0
0 0 2G

⎞
⎟⎠ � 0. (7)

Additionally, the 2 D, 2Q, and 2 G matrices are interrelated by
linear mappings resulting from rearrangement of the creation
and annihilation operators. The optimization is performed by
semidefinite programming in which the energy is minimized
as a linear functional of the 2 D, 2Q, and 2 G matrices subject
to the 2-positive constraints that each of these matrices must
be positive semidefinite. Because the imposed 2-positive con-
ditions are necessary but not sufficient for N-representability,
the minimized energy from such a variational 2-RDM calcu-
lation is a lower bound to the ground-state energy.

The molecular geometry of tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) is ob-
tained via the PubChem database [70], and van der Waals
structures of TTF layers are constructed through vertical
stacking of these TTF subunits at the specified interlayer
distances. The molecular geometry for the NiTTFtt molecular
analog is obtained from Ref. [11], and coordinates of a repre-
sentative unit are given in the Supplemental Material [71].

C. Large eigenvalue of the modified G-matrix

The particle-hole RDM is calculated via a direct mapping
from the particle-particle RDM given by

2Gi, j
k,l = δ

j
l

1Di
k + 2Di,l

j,k, (8)

where 1D is the one-fermion RDM which is obtained from
the 2-RDM 2D via contraction, and δ is the Kronecker delta
function. The modified particle-hole RDM is then obtained
via Eq. (4), with the eigenvalues εi and eigenvectors vi of this
matrix being computed by solving the following eigenvalue
equation:

2G̃vi = εivi. (9)

The largest eigenvalue (the maximum εi) is our signature of
exciton condensation, which we label λG. As discussed in
Sec. II A, the eigenvalue λG indicates the number of excitons
in a single, phase-coherent particle-hole state. When λG > 1,
we begin to form a Bose-Einstein condensate of excitons, an
exciton condensate. Because the particle-hole RDM corre-
sponds to the ground state, λG reveals exciton condensation
in the ground state.

D. Visualization of excitonic modes

The visualization of the excitonic modes corresponding to
maximum exciton condensate character is accomplished by
constraining the location of the excitonic particle to a given
atomic orbital and probing the location of the excitonic hole.
Through use of the V2RDM method, developed by one of the
authors and implemented in the Quantum Chemistry package
in MAPLE, a matrix expressing the canonical molecular or-
bitals (columns) in terms of atomic orbitals (rows)—denoted
MMO,AO—is obtained. This matrix is then manipulated by

MAO,MO = (
MT

MO,AO

)−1
(10)

in order to express the atomic orbitals (columns) in terms
of the canonical molecular orbitals (rows), and the subma-
trix of MAO,MO corresponding to the active orbitals is then
isolated and denoted as Msubmat

AO,MO. The eigenvector of the modi-
fied particle-hole reduced density matrix corresponding to the
largest eigenvalue, vmax, is obtained from the spin-adapted 2G̃
matrix according to Eq. (9) and reshaped into a matrix on the
basis of active molecular orbitals, Vmax. Then,(

Msubmat
AO,MO

)
(Vmax)

(
Msubmat

AO,MO

)T
(11)

is performed to result in a matrix in which specified particle
atomic orbitals are represented in terms of coefficients cor-
responding to the hole contributions to other atomic orbitals.
Visualization tools in MAPLE can then be utilized to provide
a visual representation of a probabilistic hole location for the
specified particle location for a given excitonic mode.
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III. RESULTS

Broadly, the term “exciton condensation” refers to the for-
mation of a coherent quantum state of excitons. However,
because the nature of excitons is wide-ranging, the nature of
exciton condensation is similarly varied. For instance, exciton
condensation can occur in excitons trapped in a quantum well,
where the excitons act like a dilute gas and condensation is
similar to that of bosons in an atomic gas [32,34,37,72]. Exci-
tons coupled to photons to form polaritons can also condense,
and the resulting condensate is sometimes referred to as an
exciton condensate, despite being distinct from the former
case [73]. In our study, we consider another type of exciton
condensation, where excitons are formed between layers of
TTF or NiTTFtt molecules. This is similar to exciton con-
densation in bilayers, in which excitons are formed in the
ground state of the system from the pairing of electrons in
one layer to holes in the other [19–21,24,39]. Our case, in
which each exciton forms from the pairing of an electron
(or hole) on one molecule with a hole (or electron) on a
second molecule, can be viewed as the molecular case of bi-
layer exciton condensation. This molecular bilayer definition
of exciton condensation, like bilayer exciton condensation,
depends on the spatial separation of electrons and holes. Like
the other realizations of exciton condensation, this realization
is fundamentally due to particle-hole correlation. As such, it
exhibits the quantum signature for exciton condensation in
which there is more than one exciton in the same particle-hole
quantum state. To generate a flow of energy in the system,
we would transfer energy via direct excitation or resonance to
the excitons in the ground state. Because these excitons are
coherently in phase, they would become collectively excited,
allowing the energy to flow across the system without fric-
tional loss. With this perspective in mind, we probe the extent
of exciton condensation using the computational signature of
exciton condensation in the ground electronic states of layered
structures of TTF and molecular NiTTFtt.

A. TTF system

As the primary method for controlling the ground-state
properties of layered systems—such as Bechgaard salts—is
to control the spacing of layers—through chemical means
and/or the application of mechanical pressure—in order to
alter orbital overlap [1], we probe the extent of exciton
condensation—signified by the magnitude of λG—between
two layers of TTF with varying interlayer distance. Typical
interlayer distances in superconducting TTF-related materials
are around 3.6–3.8 Å under ambient pressure and compress
to shorter distances under high pressure [74]. Interlayer dis-
tances are varied from 1.0 to 4.0 Å, and the signature of
condensation, λG, is calculated in the 6-31g basis using a
[12,12] active space. Although TTF as part of many Bech-
gaard salts and other conductors is often partially oxidized,
results presented here utilize neutral TTF. Results showing
the influence of charge on exciton condensation—found in the
Supplemental Material [71]—indicate that charge can either
enhance or dampen the large eigenvalue, and is not necessary
to observe a large eigenvalue. Therefore, all calculations uti-
lize neutral TTF unless otherwise specified. As can be seen in

Fig. 1(a), the TTF bilayer system demonstrates potential for
exciton condensation (λG > 1, blue) over a multitude of spa-
tial separations, with the 2.0 Å separation having the maximal
signature of exciton condensation—as indicated by the largest
eigenvalue. As such, this optimal distance of 2.0 Å is utilized
as the interlayer distance throughout all further computations
in which other variables are varied, including those demon-
strating the effect of layer offset and charge which are found in
the Supplemental Material [71]. Note that, for completeness,
the extent of particle-particle condensation (λD, superconduc-
tivity) is probed as well; however, as can be seen from the red
data in Fig. 1, no significant particle-particle condensation is
observed. Finally, we note that while the chosen separation of
2 Å is shorter than those observed experimentally, we do see
additional peaks at more experimentally reasonable values of
2.5 and 3 Å.

To visualize this excitonic system, we computationally
probe an excitonic density by calculating the probabilis-
tic location of a hole corresponding to a specified particle
location—in a specified atomic orbital—for a given exciton.
(See Sec. II for more information.) This visualization pro-
vides a physical representation of the particle-hole pairing
elucidating the multilayer nature of the exciton condensation.
Specifically, in Fig. 1(c), for the excitonic mode correspond-
ing to the largest signature of exciton condensation, the
probabilistic location of the hole of the exciton (in blue) is
shown when the particle of the exciton is constrained to a 4pz

orbital of one of the sulfur atoms (in red). From the image cor-
responding to the bilayer system, the existence of interlayer
(as opposed to intralayer) excitons can be readily observed,
indicating the possibility of greater excitonic stability.

To explore the behavior of larger van der Waals structure
systems and better allow for extrapolated reasoning of ex-
citonic behavior based on system size, we computationally
probe the exciton condensate character of multilayer TTF van
der Waals structures composed of two-to-six TTF layers. As
demonstrated in the previous section, the largest degree of
exciton condensation is observed for an interlayer distance of
2.0 Å and an offset distance of 0 Å for the bilayer system.
Thus, as the number of TTF layers in the systems is varied,
the interlayer and offset distances between each layer are fixed
to 2.0 and 0 Å, respectively, to allow for direct comparison.
(Note that for systems composed of two, three, four, five, and
six layers, active spaces of [12,12], [18,18], [24,24], [30,30],
and [36,36] are utilized with the 6-31g basis set.)

As can be seen in Fig. 1(b), all TTF layered systems
probed—from two to six layers—demonstrate the character
of exciton condensation, evinced by all having an eigenvalue
of the modified particle-hole reduced density matrix larger
than 1. Comparing across all numbers of TTF layers, we
find that as the number of even layers increases so does the
magnitude of the largest eigenvalue; the same can be said
for the odd-layered counterparts, although the magnitude of
exciton condensation is less for a given system with an odd
number of layers than the system with one fewer—and hence
an even number of—layers.

Another aspect of interest from Fig. 1(b) is the existence
of multiple eigenvalues of the modified particle-hole RDM
that exceed 1. As the eigenvalues of the modified particle-hole
matrix can be interpreted as the number of excitons occu-
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FIG. 1. (a) The largest eigenvalues of the particle-particle density matrix (λD, red) and the modified particle-hole density matrix (λG, blue)
as a function of interlayer distance are given for a bilayer of TTF molecules with no offset. (b) The two largest eigenvalues of the modified
particle-hole RDM for TTF layered systems of variable numbers of layers separated by 2.0 Å are shown. (c) Visualization of the exciton where
the exciton’s particle is constrained to the pz orbital (shown in red) and where the probabilistic location of the exciton’s hole is probed (in blue)
for the TTF van der Waals structures composed of two, three, four, five, and six layers (pictured from left to right).

pying a certain particle-hole quantum state, these multiple
large eigenvalues indicate that there are multiple quantum
states containing more than one exciton bosonic quasiparticle
and hence multiple quantum states coexisting with char-
acter of exciton condensation. These multiple “islands of
condensation” [28] coexist within a given system such that the
sum of the eigenvalues exceeding 1 gives an overall measure
of the number of excitons existing in a condensate phase,
although the condensate character of these excitons does not
exist in a single mode. By this metric, excitonic character
increases as the number of layers in the TTF van der Waals
structure system is increased with both even and odd num-
bers of layers supporting this trend. (See the Supplemental
Material [71] for a figure showing all eigenvalues that exceed
1 as well as the sum of all the eigenvalues exceeding 1.) As
the superfluidity of excitons is likely reliant on a macroscopic
number of them existing within the same mode, however, this
metric is less useful than the signature corresponding to the
maximum eigenvalue of the modified particle-hole RDM.

Again, we visualize the exciton density corresponding to
the signature of exciton condensation (λG) in order to get
a sense of the relative delocalization of the excitons in the
quantum state corresponding to the largest character of exci-
ton condensation. As can be seen from Fig. 1(c), where the
particle location for the exciton with the highest character

of condensation is specified to a sulfur 4pz orbital (red) and
the corresponding hole location is probed (blue), structures
of all layer numbers demonstrate significant character of in-
terlayer excitons. By directly comparing the case in which
the particle is localized to a sulfur 4pz in the second layer
for systems composed of different layers, it is apparent that
the hole density is delocalized across the entire stack in each
case, with the largest delocalization occurring in the six-layer
system, which also corresponds to the largest λG of the fig-
ures shown. As such, this visualization technique seems to
allow for a qualitative analysis of exciton condensation via an
analysis of delocalization when the same atomic orbitals are
compared.

B. NiTTFtt

By examining interactions and correlation in a molecular
model of NiTTFtt, Xie et al. [11] uncovered structural fac-
tors contributing to the material’s unusual conductivity; we
use the same molecular model to examine molecular exci-
ton condensation in NiTTFtt by calculating the signature of
exciton condensation, λG. Molecular geometries, including
layer shifts and stacking, of our molecular model are taken
from the experimentally determined structure in Ref. [11],
and interlayer distances are selected centered around exper-
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FIG. 2. (a) Plot of S-S distance vs eigenvalues for NiTTFtt molecular dimers, with layers offset parallel by 1 Å. The gray shaded region
corresponds to the approximate experimental S-S distance. (b) The calculated eigenvalues for NiTTFtt dimers with an interlayer distance of
3.55 Å and relative shift as indicated. Two-chain dimers are shown in (c) on the left, and three-chain dimers are shown on the right. (c) Left:
Exciton densities for the two-chain with no shift (top), parallel shift of 1.75 Å (middle), and perpendicular shift of 0.75 Å (bottom). Right:
Exciton densities for the three-chain with no shift (top), parallel shift of 1.75 Å (middle), and perpendicular shift of 0.75 Å (bottom).

imentally predicted S-S distances. Most calculations are per-
formed using variational 2-RDM theory (V2RDM); however,
some complete active space self-consistent-field (CASSCF)
calculations are performed for smaller systems to confirm
V2RDM results. Due to the large computational cost of
CASSCF calculations, only specified calculations are per-
formed with CASSCF, and V2RDM is used for all others.

As with TTF, the interlayer distance between layers of
NiTTFtt has important implications for the properties of the
material. We therefore examine the signature of condensation
in a bilayer dimer of NiTTFtt over a range of interlayer dis-
tances from 2.5 to 4.25 Å, with an offset between layers of
1.0 Å. Figure 2(a) shows a plot of S-S distance versus the

signature of exciton condensation. The plot shows the distance
in S-S distance rather than interlayer distance as demonstrated
by Fig. 3; this metric is more commonly used in experi-
mental measurements and descriptions of TTF structures, and
more accurately describes the important S-S interactions in

FIG. 3. Demonstrating the offset, interlayer, and S-S distances
for a bilayer of NiTTFtt.
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NiTTFtt. A similar plot for dimers with no offset can be found
in the Supplemental Material [71]; however, only results for
shifted structures are presented here as the shifted geome-
try corresponds more closely to the proposed experimental
geometry. The blue line shows eigenvalues calculated with
V2RDM and the red line shows eigenvalues calculated with
CASSCF. The 6-31g basis set and [12,12] active space is
used with both methods. Results from the two methods are
consistent, as both V2RDM and CASSCF demonstrate eigen-
values greater than 1 for dimers over the range of distances,
with lower magnitudes of eigenvalues at both the short and
long ranges of S-S distance and a peak in the center. The
gray shaded region on the plot represents the approximate
experimental interlayer distance between 3.4 and 3.7 Å, as
reported by Ref. [11]. Interestingly, the maximum eigenvalues
indicating the greatest character of exciton condensation occur
in this region for both V2RDM and CASSCF, with peaks near
1.28. This is significant as it indicates that the potential for
exciton condensation is maximized in these structures under
the experimental conditions, meaning at ambient pressure.

We further consider the relative shift between layers as a
means of mimicking the amorphous structure of bulk NiTTFtt
by probing the signature of exciton condensation in shifted
two- and three-chain dimers of NiTTFtt. The importance of
a relative shift between layers to exciton condensation is
emphasized in Fig. 2(b), which shows results for two-chain
and three-chain dimers [see Fig. 2(c) for structures] with
no shift, parallel shift of 1.75 Å, and perpendicular shift of
0.75 Å. In this case, the interlayer distance is 3.55 Å, and
calculations are performed with the 6-31g* basis set and an
[8,8] active space for two-chain and a [12,12] active space
for three-chain dimers. The interlayer distance falls within
the range of experimental distances indicated by the shaded
region of Fig. 2(a), and the methods give quantitatively similar
results to the previous methods used to examine interlayer
distance. Additionally, in previous work [29] we showed that
λG is qualitatively consistent between basis sets for layers
of benzene, and the results we calculated using the larger
6-31g* basis set are consistent with those in the 6-31g basis
set. The results reveal that the greatest character of exciton
condensation occurs for layers shifted parallel to one another,
although a perpendicular shift also increases the eigenvalue
relative to the unshifted dimer. This suggests that the amor-
phous structure of NiTTFtt may actually enhance excitonic
character. Additionally, the larger three-chain dimers show
notably higher eigenvalues than the two-chain dimers, indi-
cating that extending the length of the system increases the
degree of exciton condensation. In fact, for the three-chain
dimer, a parallel shift yields an eigenvalue of almost 1.7,
demonstrating growth compared to the parallel shifted two-
chain dimer (λG = 1.25). The delocalization of the exciton
condensate is probed by modeling the exciton density with
the particle constrained to the 4pz orbital of a sulfur atom, as
with TTF. Figure 2(c) shows the exciton densities for the two-
chain and three-chain dimers, demonstrating that the hole is
delocalized between both layers of the dimer, therefore neither
parallel nor perpendicular shifts inhibit interlayer delocaliza-
tion. Additionally, the exciton densities reveal that there is
greater intralayer delocalization in parallel-shifted structures
and along longer NiTTFtt chains.

FIG. 4. Exciton densities and eigenvalues for NiTTFtt stacks of
two layers (top), three layers (middle), and four layers (bottom), with
interlayer distances of 3.35 Å and alternating parallel offsets of 1 Å.

C. Extended systems

To further explore the influence of system size on the
degree of exciton condensation, we compute the signature of
exciton condensation for several extended NiTTFtt systems.
The first of these are vertical stacks of molecular units, with
layers stacked 3.35 Å apart and alternating parallel shifts
of 1 Å. This geometry was chosen as it corresponds to the
maximum extent of condensation from Fig. 2(a). Figure 4
shows results for two-, three-, and four-layer stacks calculated
with [12,12], [18,18], and [24,24] active spaces, respectively,
using V2RDM with the 6-31g basis set. As the number of
layers in the stack increases, so does the magnitude of the
eigenvalue, although a greater increase occurs between the
three- (λG = 1.29) and four-layer (λG = 1.35) stacks than the
two- (λG = 1.28) and three-layer (λG = 1.29) stacks, which
are approximately equal, similar to the trend we observe in
TTF. Due to the size of NiTTFtt, results could not be obtained
for larger numbers of layers; however, we expect results to
be consistent with the trend noted for TTF stacks showing an
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FIG. 5. A modeled crystal-like structure for NiTTFtt; the inset
shows the calculated exciton density and eigenvalue for a four-
molecule fragment.

increase with the number of layers and a greater increase for
even-layered than odd-layered systems. Figure 4 also shows
exciton densities for each stack, again with the particle con-
strained to the 4pz orbital of a sulfur atom, revealing that as
with dimers, there is delocalization of the density within and
between NiTTFtt layers.

In addition to vertical stacking, we examine an extended
NiTTFtt system based on a modeled crystalline structure.
Although synthesized NiTTFtt is amorphous, the modeled
structure illustrates the effect of extending the system both
vertically and side-to-side. The modeled system shown in
Fig. 5 consists of stacked NiTTFtt molecules spaced 3.35 Å
apart with a perpendicular shift and alternating parallel shifts.
Stacks are placed side-by-side to form an extended structure.
The inset of Fig. 5 shows results for a four-molecule frag-
ment of this structure, which has an eigenvalue of 1.45 and
exciton density delocalized over all four molecules. (A two-
molecule, vertically stacked fragment has an eigenvalue of
1.22.) Despite containing the same number of NiTTFtt units,
the fragment has a larger eigenvalue than the vertical stack of
four molecules, indicating that both vertical and side-to-side
interactions enhance exciton condensation.

Exciton condensation is known to occur below specific
critical temperatures. An estimate of the maximum critical
temperature for exciton condensation can be made by taking
10–15 % of the exciton binding energy [34,75]. We calculate
exciton binding energy as the energy required to disperse the
condensate, making the value an estimated lower bound on
the binding energy. Further details of the methodology for cal-
culating the binding energy will be presented in future work.
For molecular NiTTFtt we calculate an exciton binding energy
of at least 22 meV for a two-chain dimer with an interlayer
distance of 3.35 Å and a 1 Å shift, yielding estimated critical
temperatures around 26 K.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrate the existence of an excitonic mecha-
nism in Bechgaard-like van der Waals stacks of TTF and

molecular NiTTFtt using a computational signature of exciton
condensation. We show that the potential for exciton conden-
sation is dependent on the interlayer spacing or S-S spacing
of the stacked structures. Significantly, the greatest character
of exciton condensation occurs in the NiTTFtt stacks in the
region of S-S spacing that is found in the synthesized experi-
mental structure. This suggests that the excitonic mechanism
could be realized at ambient pressure without subjecting the
material to high pressures. We additionally show that in
dimers of NiTTFtt that are shifted either parallel or perpendic-
ularly to mimic variations found in the amorphous nature of
the experimental structure, there is increased excitonic charac-
ter relative to unshifted dimers, meaning that the amorphous
structure of NiTTFtt may enhance the excitonic character
relative to a more ordered structure. Lastly, we demonstrate
the potential for realization of greater exciton condensation
in extended systems as we observe that in both TTF and
NiTTFtt systems, the excitonic character increases with the
number of layers in a stack. In TTF stacks, we show that the
increase in excitonic character is greater for systems of even-
numbered layers than odd-numbered layers, a trend we expect
to observe in NiTTFtt as well. Moreover, we demonstrate that
excitonic character is enhanced in NiTTFtt not only in larger
vertical stacks, but in dimers of longer chain length and a frag-
ment of a modeled crystal structure that introduces horizontal
stacking. Thus, the excitonic mechanism must depend on a
combination of π -π stacking, chain-length, and side-to-side
S-S interactions. Although the eigenvalues do not necessarily
demonstrate exciton condensation in the macroscopic sense,
the presence of an eigenvalue greater than 1 is a purely
strongly correlated effect not observed in a typical molecular
system. Moreover, the observation of the large eigenvalue in
the molecular analog of a material like NiTTFtt is the critical
seed of macroscopic exciton condensation. The increase in
the large eigenvalue in the extended systems suggests that the
growth may continue as the system becomes large, potentially
leading to macroscopic exciton condensation in materials-
scale NiTTFtt polymers. While the large eigenvalue signature
we observe does not guarantee exciton condensation in the
material, it is a necessary condition for long-range order and
the beginnings of exciton condensation.

Our results offer significant insight into a potential exciton
condensate phase in NiTTFtt. While the recently observed
conductive characteristics of NiTTFtt may not be directly
related to this phase, the features of NiTTFtt that make it
amenable to condensation may have a mechanistic role in
its unusually high conductivity at ambient conditions. Even
in the absence of a definitive connection to the exceptional
conductivity of NiTTFtt, however, our results nevertheless
represent a step forward in the pursuit of long-range coher-
ence in molecularly constructed materials. Our results provide
evidence of long-range coherence in molecularly scaled frag-
ments of NiTTFtt and TTF, which opens the door not only
to the possibility of realizing exciton condensation in macro-
scopic systems of NiTTFtt, but also to potentially observing
long-range coherence in molecular systems. Such molecular
long-range coherence could prove important to understanding
and utilizing efficient exciton transfer in a variety of natural
and synthetic systems.
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A search for highly conductive materials that maintain their
conductivity at high temperatures has long been central in
the hope for designing highly efficient wires and electronics.
However, such properties have previously been relegated to
the regimes of low temperatures and high magnetic fields.
Here we explore a molecular analog of a recently synthesized
NiTTFtt polymer that has been experimentally shown to sup-
port anomalous conductivity under more favorable conditions.
The analog, we computationally show, exhibits a large eigen-
value in the particle-hole reduced density matrix—a signature
for exciton condensation, providing further insight into poten-
tial electronic mechanisms and properties of a novel class of
amorphous polymers.
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